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FOREWORD
The present paper dealing with Non-voluntary Licensing of Patented Inventions: Historical
Perspective, Legal Framework under TRIPS, and an Overview of the Practice in Canada and the
United States of America is one contribution of the joint UNCTAD-ICTSD Project on IPRs and
Sustainable Development to the ongoing debate on the impact and relevance of intellectual
property to development. It is divided into three broad parts. The first part clarifies some key
terms and provides an historical overview of the use of non-voluntary licensing as a means to
address the local non-working of patented inventions. It also discusses the rules on non-voluntary
licensing under the TRIPS Agreement and the Doha Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health. Both
instruments grant WTO Members considerable discretion with respect to the grounds on which nonvoluntary licenses may be issued. However, they do not provide a viable solution for those
countries that, due to a lack of domestic manufacturing capacities in the pharmaceutical sector,
cannot make effective use of such options. In addition, there is considerable controversy over the
continued legitimacy of local working requirements under the TRIPS Agreement.
The second part of the study sheds some light on the Canadian and the US experience concerning
the use of non-voluntary licenses. Even though the legal situation in those countries differed
considerably in this respect, both Canada and the US had extensive recourse to compulsory
licenses. Canada pursued this strategy almost exclusively in the area of pharmaceuticals and
foods, as well as for the failure to work a patent locally, and thus established a generic medicine
industry resulting in low consumer drug prices. The US, on the other hand, has made far less use of
non-voluntary licensing on public interest grounds, but has always relied heavily on this instrument
for the facilitation of non-commercial government uses, in particular with respect to national
defence.
Finally, the third part of the study draws some general conclusions and recommendations as to the
development implications of non-voluntary licensing. The authors caution against excessive
recourse to this instrument for legal, economic and political reasons. In particular, ill-considered
resort to non-voluntary licensing could discourage technology transfer and foreign investment by
making other economic environments more attractive to firms in technology-exporting countries.
The authors therefore come to the conclusion that on balance, policymakers should view nonvoluntary licensing of patented inventions as but one item in an arsenal of tools that may be used
to promote national systems of innovation.
Intellectual property rights (IPRs) have never been more economically and politically important or
controversial than they are today. Patents, copyrights, trademarks, industrial designs, integrated
circuits and geographical indications are frequently mentioned in discussions and debates on such
diverse topics as public health, food security, education, trade, industrial policy, traditional
knowledge, biodiversity, biotechnology, the Internet, the entertainment and media industries. In a
knowledge-based economy, there is no doubt that an understanding of IPRs is indispensable to
informed policy making in all areas of human development.
Intellectual Property was until recently the domain of specialists and producers of intellectual
property rights. The TRIPS Agreement concluded during the Uruguay Round negotiations has
signalled a major shift in this regard. The incorporation of intellectual property rights into the
multilateral trading system and its relationship with a wide area of key public policy issues has
elicited great concern over its pervasive role in people’s lives and in society in general.

vi

Developing country members of the World Trade Organization (WTO) no longer have the policy
options and flexibilities developed countries had in using IPRs to support their national
development. But, TRIPS is not the end of the story. Significant new developments are taking
place at the international, regional and bilateral level that build on and strengthen the minimum
TRIPS standards through the progressive harmonisation of policies along standards of
technologically advanced countries. The challenges ahead in designing and implementing IP-policy
at the national and international levels are considerable.
Empirical evidence on the role of IP protection in promoting innovation and growth in general
remains limited and inconclusive. Conflicting views also persist on the impacts of IPRs in the
development prospects. Some point out that, in a modern economy, the minimum standards laid
down in TRIPS, will bring benefits to developing countries by creating the incentive structure
necessary for knowledge generation and diffusion, technology transfer and private investment
flows. Others stress that intellectual property, especially some of its elements, such as the
patenting regime, will adversely affect the pursuit of sustainable development strategies by raising
the prices of essential drugs to levels that are too high for the poor to afford; limiting the
availability of educational materials for developing country school and university students;
legitimising the piracy of traditional knowledge; and undermining the self-reliance of resourcepoor farmers.
It is urgent, therefore, to ask the question: How can developing countries use IP tools to advance
their development strategy? What are the key concerns surrounding the issues of IPR for
developing countries? What are the specific difficulties they face in intellectual property
negotiations? Is intellectual property directly relevant to sustainable development and to the
achievement of agreed international development goals? Do they have the capacity, especially the
least developed among them, to formulate their negotiating positions and become well-informed
negotiating partners? These are essential questions that policy makers need to address in order to
design IPR laws and policies that best meet the needs of their people and negotiate effectively in
future agreements.
It is to address some of these questions that the joint UNCTAD-ICTSD Project on Intellectual
Property and Sustainable Development was launched in July 2001. One central objective has been
to facilitate the emergence of a critical mass of well-informed stakeholders in developing
countries - including decision makers, negotiators but also the private sector and civil society who will be able to define their own sustainable human development objectives in the field of IPRs
and effectively advance them at the national and international levels.

Ricardo Meléndez-Ortiz
ICTSD Executive Director

Rubens Ricupero
UNCTAD Secretary General

ICTSD-UNCTAD Project on IPRs and Sustainable Development

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The term ‘non-voluntary’ or ‘compulsory’ licensing refers to the practice by a government to
authorise itself or third parties to use the subject matter of a patent without the
authorisation of the right holder for reasons of public policy. In other words, the patentee is
forced to tolerate the exploitation of his invention by a third person or by the government
itself. In these cases, the public interest in broader access to the invention is considered
more important than the private interest of the right holder to fully exploit his exclusive
rights.
Historically, non-voluntary licensing arose to ameliorate the patentee’s risks of forfeiture that
derived from numerous restrictions on the use of patented inventions in early domestic and
international laws. The first major improvement of the patentee’s status in this regard was
the abolition of forfeiture for merely importing patented articles into countries that practised
this restriction. Once the risk of forfeiture for imports had been attenuated, the most
important obligation that the laws of many countries imposed on patentees was the duty to
work or exploit the invention in the countries granting patents. Obliging foreign patentees to
work each and every patent locally is often economically inefficient. Nevertheless, most
countries opted for a local working requirement to favour domestic development and the
protection of national industries.
However, forfeiture of patents as the sanction for non-working often generated still other
social costs, especially when investment or know-how was insufficient to enable competitors
to produce the disclosed invention by their own means. For these and other reasons, states
gradually adopted a system of compulsory licensing as the primary sanction for non-working
instead of forfeiture.
As states familiarised themselves with the remedy of compulsory licensing in cases of abuse,
especially of non-working, another unintended consequence was that they increasingly
resorted to this same remedy to restrict the powers of the patentee even in the absence of
abuse. They did this for a variety of reasons that were generally supposed to promote the
public interest. Compulsory licensing was of particular interest to countries seeking to
regulate patents covering medicinal products and food products. About one hundred countries
recognised some form of non-voluntary licensing in their patent laws by the early 1990s.

Non-voluntary Licenses and TRIPS
During the Uruguay Round, when it came to determining the rules applicable to non-voluntary
licensing of patented inventions under TRIPS, the negotiators found it difficult to reach a
consensus. The principal limitations on a patentee’s exclusive rights are the relatively narrow
set of exceptions covered by Article 30 and the rather broad possibilities for imposing non-
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voluntary licenses under Article 31. Account must also be taken of Article 27.1, which
requires patents to be available “and patent rights enjoyable without discrimination as to the
place of invention, the field of technology, and whether products are imported or locally
produced”. This non-discrimination provision lies at the centre of the debate regarding the
continued legitimacy of the working requirements under TRIPS, which remains controversial
and unsettled.
Apart from questions pertaining to either the grant of a compulsory license for failure to work
or the grant of such a license to prevent abuses of the patentee’s exclusive rights, strenuous
efforts were made to formulate some criteria that might limit the Members’ powers to grant
non-voluntary licenses on other grounds, particularly the broad and generic ground of
promoting the public interest. However, every attempt to narrow these grounds during the
Uruguay Round negotiations ran afoul of the state practices of leading developed countries,
including those of the United States where the government and its contractors are broadly
authorised to make use of patented inventions without the patentee’s permission and without
access to injunctive relief to prevent infringement.
The final text of Article 31 indirectly vindicated the public interest as a ground separate from
the category of abuse, and leaves considerable leeway to impose non-voluntary licensing of
patented inventions for any legitimate purpose and without undue constraints. In particular,
any government that seeks to bring a patentee’s practices into line with its own policies,
especially with regard to disciplining the prices at which the patented articles are to be
locally distributed, can achieve its aims within the confines of Article 31. Indeed, as recent
experience in both Brazil and the US demonstrate, the mere threat of a non-voluntary license
may obviate the need to issue it in practice.
A number of cautionary observations are in order, primarily because the flexibility embedded
in Article 31 is not boundless, and other provisions in TRIPS may further constrain it. For
example, care must be taken to work around the requirement of non-discrimination in Article
27.1, which seems to impede the imposition of non-voluntary licensing on unreasonably broad
subject-matter categories. Thus, a government presumably could not impose compulsory
licensing on medicines in general without some compelling justifications; but it could impose
such licensing on medicines reasonably deemed to be “essential” if other requirements of
Article 31 were satisfied.
The practical ramifications of Article 31 may ultimately depend on a combination of state
practice at the local and regional levels and subsequent legislative or judicial action at the
international level. The Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health is a case
in point. The Declaration attempts to clarify the flexibility already embodied in the TRIPS
provisions concerning the use of non-voluntary licenses to address public health problems,
and may help to alleviate certain misunderstandings that previously clouded these issues. For
example, the drafters “reaffirm the right of WTO members to use, to the full, the provisions
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in the TRIPS Agreement, which provide flexibility ... to protect public health, and, in
particular, to promote access to medicines for all”. To this end, they expressly declare that,
“each Member has the right to grant compulsory licenses and the freedom to determine the
grounds upon which such licenses are granted”.
The Declaration also rectifies the misguided notion that states must proclaim a full-fledged
national emergency in order to grant non-voluntary licenses for patented pharmaceutical
products. On the contrary, the Declaration expressly recognises the right of each Member “to
determine what constitutes a national emergency or other circumstances of extreme
urgency”. This characterisation, when made in good faith, triggers the waiver of any duty to
negotiate with the right holder under Article 31(b) prior to the granting of compulsory
licenses.
Unfortunately, the Declaration does not resolve one important question concerning the right
of importing states to treat products initially sold under a compulsory license in the exporting
state as parallel imports covered by paragraph 5(d). Because these patented products were
initially sold without the consent of the patent owner, one line of authorities holds that the
doctrine of exhaustion cannot technically apply. If so, the exported goods produced under a
non-voluntary license abroad could infringe the local patentee’s exclusive right to import the
goods in question under territorial law.
If it turns out that patented pharmaceuticals distributed under a compulsory license cannot
be exported as parallel goods within paragraph 5(d) of the Declaration, then they remain
subject to Article 31(f), which literally limits such exports to 49.9 per cent of the total
supplies distributed under the compulsory license in the local market. Since only a few
developing countries can manufacture technically advanced medicines, these legal
impediments hamstring the ability of these countries to assist other poor countries lacking
local manufacturing capacity that issue compulsory licenses to acquire essential medicines.
Can developing countries with manufacturing and export capabilities impose compulsory
licenses on patented medicines for the purpose of assisting other developing countries that
lack manufacturing capabilities to import essential medicines under compulsory licenses of
their own, without violating the patentee’s rights under the TRIPS Agreement? Unfortunately,
the Declaration provided no clear legal machinery for resolving this dilemma and merely
“instructed the Council for TRIPS to find an expeditious solution to this problem” before the
end of 2002.
As a result, the Declaration did not expressly empower states capable of manufacturing
generic drugs under compulsory licenses to act as the agents of states lacking such capacity.
It did not authorise the former to meet the latter’s needs by imposing compulsory licenses for
this purpose notwithstanding the export limitations of Article 31(f), nor did it concede that
the exceptions to the patentee’s exclusive rights under Article 30 may implicitly allow the
exporting state to impose compulsory licenses in order to assist other states for such
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purposes. Instead, the Declaration leaves these and other possible options, including a US
proposal for a moratorium on dispute settlement actions for violations of TRIPS standards
incurred when states address public health crises, to future action by the Council for TRIPS
which must adopt an enabling solution before the end of 2002.

The Canadian and US Approaches
Since both Canada and the US have a rich and interesting experience in the use of nonvoluntary licensing, a survey of this experience might shed light on the opportunities and
challenges that countries generally face in the actual use of this legal instrument.
Canada made extensive use of non-voluntary licensing of patented inventions in the recent
past, when it still regarded itself as a not fully-fledged industrialised country. Moreover,
Canada pursued this strategy vigorously with respect to pharmaceutical and food patents, and
it was instrumental in the establishment of a generic medicine industry in that country.
Indeed, a compulsory licensing scheme was used aggressively to promote the production of
generic pharmaceuticals, and this scheme reportedly produced some of the lowest consumer
drug prices in the industrialised world. Between 1969 and 1992, 613 licenses were granted to
import or manufacture medicines under such licenses.
Also of interest is Canada’s reliance on statutory regulation of non-voluntary licensing, with
particular regard to both abuse of patent rights and public interest objectives. In practice,
however, the only type of ‘abuse’ that consistently drew attention prior to the 1990s was a
failure to work patents locally. Otherwise, non-voluntary licensing of patents in the public
interest was largely confined to food and medicines under the special legal regimes that were
repealed in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Even in the past, in other words, Canada largely
refrained from using non-voluntary licenses to address other forms of abuse or competition
law issues generally. Since the 1990s, moreover, Canada has made little use of compulsory
licenses for any purpose, and in line with its more pro-patent policies has lately advocated
caution in the use of such licenses by other countries.
Historically, the situation in the US differed widely from that of Canada. To begin with, the
US never adopted a general statute to regulate non-voluntary licensing of patented inventions
either on grounds of misuse or on public interest grounds. On the contrary, courts and
commentators frequently express pro-patent sentiments hostile to the very concept of nonvoluntary licensing.
In practice, however, the federal courts made aggressive use for most of the twentieth
century of non-voluntary licensing to regulate misuses of patent rights and antitrust violations
involving the exercise of such rights. Since 1988, though, the federal appellate courts have
imposed relatively few non-voluntary licenses under either rubric. However, the Federal
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Trade Commission has made extensive use of such licenses, often in consent decrees bearing
on corporate mergers and acquisitions.
The US has also made far less use of non-voluntary licensing on public interest grounds than
Canada, although limited statutory and common-law bases for issuing such licenses continue
to exist. At the same time, the US has always relied heavily on the non-voluntary licensing of
patented inventions to facilitate public, non-commercial uses by the government and its
agents, a practice that the Canadian authorities have less frequently emulated. The bulk of
the non-voluntary licenses issued for government use pertain to national defence.
Nevertheless, the US has also used this same legal tool to reduce the costs of certain
medicines and to advance both environmental and economic development goals, including
major projects to dam rivers and generate electricity.

Non-voluntary Licensing: a Two-edged Sword
Policymakers should bear in mind that the issuance of a non-voluntary license cannot
normally impede a patent holder from entering the market in competition with the licensee.
So long as the former complies with local competition law, he may possess the economic and
technical power to make life difficult for the latter. Moreover, so long as domestic
competition laws do not impede it, the foreign patent holder can purchase or merge with his
local competitor, in which case all strategy conflicts will soon vanish.
A state’s ability to use local competition laws to regulate IPRs otherwise protected under
TRIPS could eventually be called into question. In negotiations on the intersection between
trade and competition policy, developing countries must remain vigilant in order to preserve
the autonomy they need to curb the excesses of overly protectionist IPR policies.
Other variables must also be taken into account. One is the continued extra-legal pressures
that may be exerted against those who resort to non-voluntary licenses. Developing countries
that wish to retain their autonomous powers to exploit the flexibility inherent in the TRIPS
standards will sooner or later have to devise appropriate national and regional strategies for
sustaining and enhancing this autonomy.
Another particularly worrisome variable derives from ongoing initiatives to harmonise the
substantive rules of international patent protection. Developing countries must take the steps
necessary to gear up for the current substantive harmonisation exercise. There is a
considerable risk that the flexibility residing in the TRIPS standards that now favours those
developing countries, which know how to exploit it, could be squeezed out by highprotectionist standards incorporated into a new international treaty on patents.
Beyond these technical considerations, there lie deeper, unanswered questions about the
relative social costs and benefits of compulsory licensing of patented inventions as an
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instrument of economic development. The customary assertion of some economists that the
use of compulsory licensing will depress investment in needed R&D requires careful and
sceptical evaluation. Many inventions emanating from the technology-exporting countries
today still respond to short-term needs and incentives primarily operative in OECD markets.
Their sales to developing countries may represent windfall rents, which selective compulsory
licensing could reduce with little impact on foreign R&D investment decisions.
At the same time, firms hit by compulsory licences may decide not to make future technology
available in developing-country markets, which could lessen the possibilities for growth that
voluntary imports, licensing or direct foreign investment might otherwise provide. Moreover,
one propelling goal of an integrated global market is to provide incentives for R&D
investments that could benefit all participating countries. Undue distortion of market forces
could discourage aggregate investments in R&D, especially investment that might yield
particularly big payoffs in developing countries. With these risks in mind, however, one should
not assume without further investigation that the compulsory licensing of any particular
patented inventions will necessarily or automatically discourage any particular investment in
R&D.
What seems clear is that compulsory licenses may be used more effectively in some
circumstances than in others. Selected non-voluntary licenses can yield positive results when
used to address emergencies or to remove specific technology supply bottlenecks. They can
be used to root the production or adaptation of appropriate technologies in qualified local
facilities and to prod particular foreign companies into negotiated transactions involving IPRs
that adequately respect local needs and conditions.
But even these presumptively beneficial uses of non-voluntary licenses impose social costs of
their own, and policymakers must take these into account. For example, aggressive use of
compulsory licenses to address emergencies may obscure other possible courses of action,
such as regulatory and cooperative measures, that might persuade foreign producers to invest
in local production facilities with greater long-term prospects. Similarly, any short-term
benefits ensuing from the use of compulsory licensing as an instrument of technology transfer
must be weighed, not just against the costs of imports, but also against the possible loss of
licensing agreements or direct investments that might ensure continued access to better
technology over time. The ability to grant non-voluntary licenses does not necessarily mean
such licenses should actually be granted, at least without taking stock of the social costs that
may, in the end, outweigh the benefits of this action. Excessive reliance on non-voluntary
licensing could also adversely affect the interests of budding domestic inventors who fall
afoul of rules prohibiting discrimination or of the government’s own eagerness to intervene in
the domestic market place. Above all, there are very real risks that ill-considered resort to
non-voluntary licensing could discourage foreign investment and the transfer of advanced
technologies by making other economic environments more attractive to firms in technologyexporting countries.

ICTSD-UNCTAD Project on IPRs and Sustainable Development

On balance, policymakers should view non-voluntary licensing of patented inventions as but
one item in an arsenal of tools that may be used to promote national systems of innovation.
What matters is not so much the use made of any particular tool, but rather the overall
coherence and effectiveness of any given system. Absent a coherent strategy for promoting
national and regional systems of innovation, excessive reliance on compulsory licensing of
patented inventions may simply mask deeper structural problems and make them harder to
solve in the long run.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This study begins with an historical overview of the
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2. AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The term ‘non-voluntary’ or ‘compulsory’ licensing

numerous restrictions on the use of patented inventions

refers to the practice by a government to authorize

in early domestic and international laws. The first major

itself or third parties to use the subject matter of a

improvement of the patentee's status in this regard was

patent without the authorization of the right holder for

the

reasons of public policy. In other words, the patentee is

patented articles into countries that practiced this

forced to tolerate, against his will, the exploitation of

restriction.6 France, indeed, did not abolish the

his invention by a third person or by the government

prohibition of imports until 1953.7 Once the risk of

itself. In these cases, the public interest in broader

forfeiture for imports had been attenuated, the most

access to the patented invention is considered more

important obligation that the laws of many countries

important than the private interest of the right holder

imposed on patentees was the duty to work or exploit

to fully exploit his exclusive rights.5

the invention in the countries granting patents. As

abolition

of

forfeiture

for

merely

importing

Stephen Ladas portrays it, the history of the stipulations
Historically, non-voluntary licensing arose to ameliorate

concerning this issue in the Paris Convention “is, in a

the patentee's risks of forfeiture that derived from

sense, the history of the [Paris] Union” itself.8

2.1. Avoiding Forfeiture: Compulsory Licensing to Correct Abuses of the
Patentee's Exclusive Rights
Initially, and for a considerable period that lasted at

licensee.

least until 1925, the only breaks on forfeiture for

patentee is required, generally, to work his invention in

nonworking of patents under the Paris Convention were

nearly every country in which he obtains a patent.”12

The result then today [1975] is that a

a three-year grace period and the ability of the
patentee to justify his failure to work under conditions

However, forfeiture of patents as the sanction for

set by local law. The 1883 Convention did not define

nonworking often generated still other social costs,

what the term ‘working’ meant, and each member

especially

when

investment

or

know-how

was

9

insufficient to enable competitors to produce the

Moreover, the policies behind the working requirement

disclosed invention by their own means. For these and

have always been controversial, especially with regard

other reasons, states gradually adopted a system of

to foreign patentees. They could be required not only to

compulsory licensing as the primary sanction for

work the patent as such, within a specified period of

nonworking in lieu of forfeiture.13

country “could give it the meaning of its own law”.

time, but to ‘work the patent locally’ as well, which
entailed manufacturing or organizing the industrial use

This reform was consistent with the purposes of the

of the patented invention in the country that issued the

Paris Union, which gave patentees priority rights in all

patent.

10

(See the Annex for an historical overview of

member countries even though it was impossible for the
inventor to work the patent in them all.14 Serious efforts

the evolution of Article 5 A of the Paris Convention).

to replace forfeiture for nonworking with the milder
Obliging foreign patentees to work each and every

sanction of compulsory licensing were accordingly

patent locally is often economically inefficient for a

undertaken at the Conference of The Hague in 1925.15

number of reasons.11 Nevertheless, most countries

The compromise principle adopted at this Conference

opted

of

was to allow states to “take the necessary legislative

psychological and political concerns to favour domestic

measures to prevent the abuses” of the patentee's

development and the protection of national industries.

exclusive rights, as exemplified by ‘failure to work’.16

for

a

local

working

requirement

out

Writing in 1975, Ladas thus reached the following
conclusion: “Most countries felt that they should not be

The tail end of this provision was first put forward

tributary to foreign industry and must encourage the

during the discussion of article 5 in the Plenary

development of national industry by requiring a foreign

Committee, when the Canadian delegation “proposed

patentee to work his invention directly or through a

that it be made clear that failure to work the invention
is such an abuse of the exercise of the patentee's
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exclusive rights”."17 According to Ladas, it was to satisfy

another equally clear if unintended consequence was to

this desire that the last words of the second paragraph

legitimate the use of compulsory licenses to remedy a

of article 5 were inserted, viz. “for example, failure of

wide variety of abuses, including a failure to work the

working”.

18

patent locally. As Ladas himself somewhat ruefully
admits, the result of the revision of article 5 of the

The crux of the 1925 reform was that forfeiture as a

Paris Convention in 1925 “was to stimulate the adoption

remedy for ‘abuse’ was not allowed unless the grant of

of a compulsory license system in the patent law of

a compulsory license had failed to prevent such abuse.

most

In any case, neither sanction could apply for a period of

provision”.25

countries

which

theretofore

had

no

such

at least three years from the date the patent issued or
if the patentee proved the existence of ‘legitimate

While the reform of 1925 also allowed the patentee, in

excuses’.19

principle, to avoid a charge of abuse by proving “the
existence of legitimate excuses”,26 the notion of

The importance of this provision was, reportedly, to

legitimacy was contingent on local law, and this did not

shift attention to abuses of the patentee's exclusive

necessarily make it easy to justify a failure to work the

rights and away from the obligation to work patents as

patent locally. For example, “importation of the

such.20 Thus, as Ladas interprets it, the patentee's

product ... and putting such product on sale on

failure to work the patent becomes actionable if it

reasonable terms was not, in itself, a legitimate

amounts to an abuse, which could depend on such

excuse”.27

ancillary factors as the willingness of the patentee to
grant licenses on reasonable terms and the extent to

At the London Revision Conference of 1934, it was

which the market for the patented article was

further provided that Paris Union members could not

adequately supplied.21 In practice, the evidence that

institute proceedings for forfeiture on grounds of abuse

Ladas himself cites shows that failure to work was at

before the expiration of two years from the grant of the

least prima facie evidence of abuse in many or most

first compulsory license.28 The net result was to ensure

22

industrialized countries; while Bodenhausen appears to

that any demonstrable claim of abuse had first to elicit

accept the view that insufficient working was a per se

a compulsory license, while the availability of forfeiture

abuse, even if states remained free to define what they

as the ultimate sanction had been already further

meant by failure to work and the extent to which the

limited, in 1925, by a provision that it not be prescribed

patent must be worked locally or not.

23

“except in cases where the grant of compulsory licenses
would not have been sufficient to prevent such

If one effect of the 1925 reforms was clearly to
discredit the use of forfeiture as a remedy for abuse,

abuses”.29

24

2.2. Compulsory Licensing to Promote the Public Interest
As states familiarized themselves with the remedy of

1934, also applied to limit a state's ability to issue

compulsory licensing used to limit forfeiture in cases of

compulsory licenses on other grounds, these arguments

abuse, and especially in cases of nonworking, another

had no basis in the text of the treaty. They were

unintended consequence of the entire exercise was that

authoritatively rejected by the House of Lords in a

they increasingly resorted to this same remedy in order

famous decision of 1954,32 and more recently by the

to restrict the powers of the patentee even in the

German Federal Supreme Court in 1995.33

absence of abuse. They did this for a variety of reasons
that were generally supposed to promote the ‘public

In preparing for the Lisbon Conference of 1958, the

interest’30. Not surprisingly, compulsory licensing was of

International Bureau administering the Paris Convention

particular interest to countries seeking to regulate

at this period duly sought to clarify the wishes of the

patents

food

member countries concerning the possible application

products. Although some observers attempted to argue

of article 5A to cases where no abuse of the patent

that the limitations applicable to instances of ‘abuse’

monopoly was at issue. They learned that some fifteen

under article 5A of the Paris Convention, as amended in

countries (including some ten or eleven developed

covering

medicinal

products

and

31

countries) “reserved the right in case of public interest

11
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to grant a compulsory license at any time without

period 1960-1966,41 but none of these proposals entered

awaiting the lapse of the .... period” set out in articles

the Stockholm Revision of 1967. Indeed, those who had

5A(3) and (4).34 They also learned that the Members

feared that efforts to restrict such licenses to cases of

essentially agreed that compulsory licenses should

‘imperative’ or ‘exceptional’ requirements of public

always be granted on a nonexclusive basis,35 hence, a

interest might tend “to encourage member countries

limited provision to this effect was added to article

which do not have provision for such measures to

5A(4) of the 1958 text.36 However, the United States

legislate about such restrictions” saw their worst fears

blocked a consensual drive to require remuneration in

realized over time.42 In the European Union, for

all cases where compulsory licenses were authorized,

example, all member countries have provisions allowing

ostensibly because this obligation was inconsistent with

the imposition of compulsory licenses on public interest

the judicial treatment of antitrust violations in that

grounds.43 While these provisions reportedly “encounter

country,

37

and no provision to this effect was adopted

prior to article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement in 1994.38

few

legal

and

economic

policy

reservations”,

interpretations of the term ‘public interest’ varied too
much in the European Union Member States to permit

The

International

Bureau's

efforts

to

clarify

the

harmonization even by the end of the twentieth

application of article 5A to cases in which no abuse was

century.44 It was nonetheless generally understood that

at issue then produced another of those unintended

such licenses could be invoked to meet national

consequences that seem to have characterized the

defence, environmental concerns, to increase energy

entire history of the provisions regulating compulsory

supplies, to enhance workers' safety, or to combat new

licenses in international conventions. By the end of the

diseases “if the patent owner does not take sufficient

Lisbon Conference to revise the Paris Convention in

account of the needs of the general public”.45

1958, the delegates had decided that a member state's
freedom to issue compulsory licenses on grounds of

From a worldwide perspective, about one hundred

public interest without any mandatory period of delay

countries had reportedly recognized some form of non-

should also extend to all cases of abuse, except that of

voluntary licensing in their domestic patent laws by the

nonworking.

As a result, article 5A(4) was revised

early 1990s.46 While the grounds for imposing such

downwards so that, from 1958 on, it required a

licenses varied from country to country, the following

mandatory period of delay (i.e., four years from the

rubrics had all been invoked at different times and

date of filing or three years from the date the patent

places: refusal to deal; nonworking or inadequate

issues, “whichever period expires last”) only for

supply of the market; public interest; abusive and/or

compulsory licenses made available “on the ground of

anticompetitive practices; government use; dependent

failure to work or insufficient working”!39

or “blocking” patents (on improvements to prior
inventions);

In other words, the conditions governing the issuance of

special

product

regimes,

e.g.,

pharmaceuticals and food; licenses of right.47

compulsory licenses on general grounds of abuse were
liberalized and harmonized with the more permissive

Against this background, tensions generated by the

rules (or lack of rules) governing compulsory licenses

emphasis that spokesmen for developing countries

issued on public interest grounds. Even a patentee who

increasingly gave to non-voluntary licensing of patents

worked the patent locally thus became vulnerable to

came to a head during the Conference to Revise the

the imposition of such a license at any time if, for

Paris Convention that dragged on from 1979 to 1985. In

example,

at

this period, the developing countries were as intent on

“unreasonably high prices”, or if, having licensed the

lowering the international minimum standards of patent

product for local manufacture, he surfeited the market

protection as the developed countries were resolved to

with imported (but patented) products from abroad “at

elevate these same standards.48 Especially controversial

a price with which the locally manufactured product

were proposals to strengthen the capacity of member

he

sold

cannot compete”.

the

patented

products

40

countries to impose non-voluntary licenses generally,
and even to restrict the ability of affected patentees to

Subsequent efforts to stipulate and restrict conditions

remain in the market with the designated licensees.49 In

under which a compulsory license might be granted for

the end, such proposals led to the collapse of the Paris

reasons

at

Revision Conference, and they were instrumental in the

international meetings of patent attorneys during the

decision to remove efforts to reform international

other

than

abuse

were

promoted
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industrial property law from the exclusive jurisdiction of

judicial jurisdiction of the GATT and its successor

WIPO and to bring them within the legislative and

institution, the WTO.

2.3. A Comprehensive Legal Framework: Non-voluntary Licenses under
the TRIPS Agreement
The outcome of this initiative, undertaken within the

more controversial today than at the time the TRIPS

framework of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade

Agreement was adopted.53

Negotiations was, of course, the Agreement on TradeRelated Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS

Nevertheless, when it came to determining the rules

Agreement) of 1994.50 The TRIPS Agreement blocked

applicable to non-voluntary licensing of patented

further efforts to negotiate differential and more

inventions under the TRIPS Agreement, the delegates

favourable treatment for developing countries under

found it no easier to reach a consensus concerning

the patent provisions of the Paris Convention, and it

agreed limitations on this institution than it had been

greatly elevated the international minimum standards

during the failed negotiations to revise the Paris

of patent protection that would apply to all WTO

Convention.

This

lack

of

consensus

persisted

The impact of this

notwithstanding the fact that the issue of non-voluntary

“revolutionary” change in international patent law52 on

licenses engendered “some of the most intensely

developing and least-developed countries remains even

negotiated provisions” of the TRIPS Agreement.54

member countries in the future.

51

Framework of the TRIPS Approach
The exclusive rights conferred by article 28.1 of the

open to negotiation among the parties, subject to

TRIPS Agreement empower patent owners to prevent

domestic

others from making, using, offering for sale, selling, or

anticompetitive practices.57

laws

governing

abuse

and

other

importing a patented article or process without their
permission.55 Exclusivity ensures that the patent holder

The principal limitations on a patentee's exclusive rights

may fully exploit the invention and obtain a “reasonable

are the relatively narrow set of exceptions covered by

reward” for the creative endeavour. The potential

article 3058 and the rather broad possibilities for

reward is meant to stimulate risk taking and especially

imposing non-voluntary licenses under article 31.59

investment in research and development, and the

Account must also be taken of article 27.1, which

limited monopoly affected by the grant of exclusive

requires patents to be available “and patent rights

rights for a specified term protects the returns from

enjoyable without discrimination as to the place of

that investment.

invention, the field of technology, and whether

56

products are imported or locally produced”.60 This nonArticle 28.2 further provides that patent owners shall

discrimination provision lies at the centre of the debate

have the right to assign or transfer the exclusive patent

regarding the continued legitimacy of the working

rights,

requirements under the TRIPS Agreement.

or

to

enter

into

voluntary

licensing

arrangements. The terms of licensing agreements are

Understanding the TRIPS Approach
It is not the purpose of this survey to parse the

To begin with, the continuing ability of WTO Member

technical language implementing the compromise that

Countries to treat a failure to work patents locally as an

the TRIPS negotiators finally embodied in article 31.61

abuse under article 5A of the Paris Convention remains

Rather, what follows summarily evaluates the end result

controversial and unsettled. While article 5A has been

in light of the questions that were raised during the

incorporated bodily into the TRIPS Agreement,62 that

failed negotiations to revise the Paris Convention.

Agreement also provides, in article 27.1, that the
enjoyment of the patentee's exclusive rights must be

13
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“without discrimination as to ... whether products are

on the purposes for which such .... [a non-voluntary

imported or locally produced”.63 Whether this provision

license] could be authorized”.73 It thus indirectly

and its ambiguous legislative history suffice to repeal

vindicated the public interest as a ground separate from

the pre-existing right of Member States to continue to

the category of abuse, and constituted “quite a

treat local nonworking as an abuse, as some contend,64

significant achievement for developing countries”.74

or whether this right survives as an option that states
retain within the framework of their competition laws

It is true, of course, that article 31 also codifies eleven

remains an open

conditions governing the issuance of non-voluntary

A suit filed at the

licenses,75 and some believe these to constitute “strict

WTO by the United States against Brazil challenging the

safeguards”.76 These conditions require among other

latter's local working requirement was withdrawn prior

things, case-by-case authorizations;77 prior negotiations

to adjudication.68

with

and regulations,

65

as others contend,

question at the time of writing.

67

66

rights

holders

(except

for

emergencies,

government use, and anticompetitive practices);78 nonApart from questions pertaining to either the grant of a

exclusivity, limited scope of the licenses, and adequate

compulsory license for failure to work or the grant of

remuneration based on the economic value of the

such a license to prevent abuses of the patentee's

license;79 judicial review;80 and the possibility of

exclusive rights under Paris Convention articles 5A(4)

terminating a non-voluntary license if the circumstances

and 5A(2), respectively, strenuous efforts were made to

justifying its initial grant “cease to exist and are

formulate some criteria that might limit the Member

unlikely to recur”.81 Article 31(f) further requires that

States' powers to grant non-voluntary licenses on other

such licenses shall be authorized “predominantly for the

grounds, particularly the broad and generic ground of

supply of the domestic market”.82

promoting

the

‘public

interest’.

However,

every

attempt to narrow these grounds during the Uruguay

Of

Round negotiations ran afoul of the state practices of

troublesome is the patent holder's possible claim to

these

pre-conditions,

the

potentially

most

leading developed countries, including those of the

terminate a non-voluntary license under article 31(g) “if

Legislation in that country broadly

and when the circumstances which led to it cease to

authorizes the government and its contractors to make

exist and are unlikely to recur”. Read broadly, this

use of patented inventions without the patentee's

provision could discourage investors from seeking

permission and without access to injunctive relief to

compulsory licenses once a state decides to make them

United States.

69

prevent infringement

70

and there are also a number of

available.83

statutes allowing private compulsory licenses on specific
However, the stringency of this and other pre-conditions

public interest grounds.

must necessarily vary in practice with the purposes for
Once the United States delegation failed to persuade its

which non-voluntary licenses were issued in the first

negotiating partners that they could meaningfully

place. Suppose, for example, that a state resorts to a

differentiate

non-voluntary

‘government

use’

from

‘compulsory

license

in

connection

with

“some

licenses’, an Indian proposal to combine both categories

circumstances of extreme urgency” under article 31(b),

under a single set of conditions was ultimately accepted

even though it remains fully entitled to emit non-

without any restrictions having been placed on the

voluntary

grounds for which states could grant licenses under

circumstances. While a temporary emergency might

either category.71 In other words, the long-simmering

later subside, the specific nature of the urgent

controversy over compulsory licenses, which more than

circumstances

any other issue had been responsible for the removal of

government's choice of instruments to address them.

negotiations

concerning

international

licenses

in

would

the

absence

logically

of

any

such

influence

the

industrial

property standards from WIPO to GATT in 1986, once

In such cases, the authorities could either rely on

again gave rise to an unexpected and unintended set of

private parties under a license granted in the ‘public

consequences. The final text of article 31, while

interest’ or on their own resources under a ‘government

recognizing such grounds as ‘national emergencies’,

use’ provision, or on some combination of the two

‘circumstances of extreme urgency’, ‘anti-competitive

approaches. In any case, if the emergency appeared

practices’,

and

chronic and likely to endure, the terms of the grant

otherwise “places no restrictions

itself (or of the law authorizing the grant of a non-

‘public

‘dependent patents’,

non-commercial
72

use’,
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voluntary license) should immunize the licensee from

developed and developing countries to impose non-

undue risk84 and should overtly protect its ‘legitimate

voluntary licensing of patented inventions for any

interests’.85 If, instead, the ‘emergency’ was a one-time

legitimate purpose and without undue constraints.91 In

event or of a likely short-term duration, the terms of

particular, any government that seeks to bring a

the grant should enable would-be licensees to assume

patentee's practices into line with its own policies,

the

especially with regard to disciplining the prices at which

risk

of

termination

and

avoid

structural

investments.

the patented articles are to be locally distributed, can
achieve its aims within the confines of article 31.

By the same token, the use of non-voluntary licenses to

Indeed, as recent experience in both Brazil and the

address anticompetitive practices will vary significantly

United States demonstrate once again, the mere threat

with the facts and with the local legal culture. In the

of a non-voluntary license may obviate the need to issue

United States, for example, a guilty patent holder may

it in practice92 because “it usually induces the grant of

‘purge’ his misuse of the statutory exclusive rights, at

contractual licenses on reasonable terms”.93 If so, it

least in theory; but in that event, the party that had

would mean that the real obstacles to the granting of

invoked ‘misuse’ as a defence to a patent infringement

non-voluntary licenses under article 31 of the TRIPS

action would once again become liable for his infringing

Agreement are usually of an economic and political

uses. In contrast, consent decrees that impose some

nature, and do not necessarily derive from the codified

form of non-voluntary license to redress antitrust

international minimum standards as such.94

violations

or

to regulate contested mergers and
A number of cautionary observations are in order,

acquisitions cannot readily be modified.

however, primarily because the flexibility embedded in
In most other cases, one would expect the grant of a

article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement is not boundless, and

non-voluntary license to be part of some medium or

other

long-term program or project that was premised either

constrain it. For example, care must be taken to work

on public interest grounds or on governmental use. For

around the requirement of non-discrimination in article

example, Canada allowed non-voluntary licensing to

27.1,95 which seems to impede the imposition of non-

promote local production of pharmaceuticals and food

voluntary licensing on unreasonably broad subject-

products in the public interest until recently, while the

matter categories. Thus, a government presumably

United States allows non-voluntary licensing of patents

could not impose compulsory licensing on medicines in

in connection with certain major development projects

general as Canada did until 1992, without some

to dam rivers and generate electricity. Such programs

compelling justifications;96 but it could impose such

and projects normally take on a life of their own,

licensing on medicines reasonably deemed to be

independent of any given patentee's desire to reacquire

“essential” if other requirements of article 31 were

its foregone exclusive status.

satisfied.97

In this context, non-voluntary licenses that had been

Still other limitations apply. With respect to patented

issued for similar projects or programs could seldom be

semiconductor technology, for example, Member States

terminated merely to accommodate a disgruntled

can grant non-voluntary licenses only for public non-

patentee86 without undermining the state's obligation to

commercial

“adequate[ly] protect...the legitimate interests of the

practices.98 Similarly, the power to grant non-voluntary

authorized”.87

to

remedy

may further

anticompetitive

licenses may not override international standards that
protect trade secrets,99 or that restrict the rights of

reflect a balancing of the rights of patentees against

third parties to appropriate the data from clinical trials

the greater public good.88 Once this calculus has

of patented pharmaceutical products.100 To a still

properly been made, it is not for patentees or WTO

unknown extent, finally, a state's ability to grant non-

dispute-settlement panels to second guess the state's

voluntary licenses could eventually trigger allegations of

own

assessment,89or

otherwise

to

contrary,

or

Agreement

non-

so

the

use

of that

voluntary licenses to promote the public interest should

persons

On

provisions

undermine

the

interests of the designated licensees.90

non-violatory acts of nullification or impairment of
bargained-for expectations under the TRIPS Agreement
as a whole,101 if and when the latest moratorium on

On the whole, Article 31 thus leaves considerable
leeway to policymakers and administrators in both

such claims is lifted.102
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2.4. Impact of the Doha Declaration on Public Health
The practical ramifications of article 31 may ultimately

“reaffirm the right of WTO members to use, to the full,

depend on a combination of state practice at the local

the provisions in the TRIPS Agreement, which provide

and regional levels and subsequent legislative or judicial

flexibility

action at the international level, especially with regard

particular, to promote access to medicines for all”.115

to controversial subject matter. The Doha Ministerial

To this end, they expressly declare that, “[e]ach

Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health

Member has the right to grant compulsory licenses and

of November 2001 is a case in point.103 This highly

the freedom to determine the grounds upon which such

political document recognizes that many developing

licenses are granted”.116 While this provision adds

countries are experiencing public health epidemics, and

nothing to the substantive legal framework of article

it stresses the need to reconcile the TRIPS Agreement

31, it attempts to clarify prior misperceptions, and it

with national and international efforts to address such

supplies an authoritative and “unequivocal statement

crises.104 It also recognizes the tension between the

regarding the right of Members to grant compulsory

need for legal incentives to invest in the development

licenses”.117

...

to

protect

public

health,

and,

in

of new medicines and the “effects on prices” of the
The Doha text also rectifies the misguided notion that

resulting inventions in developing countries.105

states must proclaim a full-fledged national emergency
The precise legal status of the Doha Declaration on

in order to grant non-voluntary licenses for patented

Public Health remains uncertain at the time of writing.

pharmaceutical products under article 31 of the TRIPS

It is not clear, for example, that the Ministerial

Agreement. On the contrary, the Declaration expressly

Declarations emanating from Doha106 amount to formal

recognizes the right of each Member “to determine

“decisions” of the Ministerial Conference, nor is it clear

what constitutes a national emergency or other

that “declarations” of this kind should carry less

circumstances

107

of

extreme

urgency”.118

This

The practical

characterization, when made in good faith, triggers the

question concerns the extent to which future WTO

waiver of any duty to negotiate with the right holder

panels and the Appellate Body will “draw guidance”

under article 31(b) prior to the granting of compulsory

from

licenses.119

authority than formal “decisions”.

cases.

such

Ministerial

Declarations

when

deciding

108

Still more concretely, the Doha Declaration on Public
While this cannot be known in advance, it seems logical

Health extends the transitional provisions for least-

that the Doha Ministerial Declarations should exert no

developed countries (LDCs) so as to exempt them from

less interpretative weight than the Agreed Statements

implementing, with respect to pharmaceutical products,

to the WIPO Copyright Treaty of 1996.

109

A WTO panel

both the patent provisions of the TRIPS Agreement and

adjudicating a copyright dispute arising under the TRIPS

the

Agreement110 viewed those Agreed Statements through

information

the lens of article 31(3) of the Vienna Convention on the

Unfortunately, the Declaration fails to address related

111

provisions

on

until

the
at

protection
least

of

January

undisclosed
1,

2016.120

As posterior, consensual agreements

questions about the ability of least-developed countries

between essentially the same parties, they shed light on

to similarly defer implementing the mailbox and

how the TRIPS Agreement should be applied and

exclusive marketing rights provisions of the TRIPS

reconciled with other relevant treaties.112 It is also

Agreement,121 as well as any obligations to provide and

possible to view the Doha Declarations as “part of the

enforce pharmaceutical process patents after 2006.122

constitutive process of decision-making by the WTO as

While there is reason to believe that these additional

an organization”.113

deferments

Law of Treaties.

were

technical

oversights,

which

the

Council for TRIPS should eliminate in due course, a
The Doha Declaration on Public Health attempts to

failure to clarify these ambiguities might constrain the

clarify the flexibility already embodied in the TRIPS

strategies that LDCs employ to enhance their access to

provisions concerning the use of non-voluntary licenses

medicines during the prolonged transitional period.123

to address public health problems, and it may help to
alleviate certain misunderstandings that previously
clouded these issues.

114

For example, the drafters

The Declaration also expressly confirms that states may
allow parallel imports of patented articles under a
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“without

‘parallel goods’ within paragraph 5(d) of the Doha

challenge”, so long as most favoured nation (MFN) and

Declaration, then they remain subject to article 31(f) of

national

otherwise

the TRIPS Agreement, which literally limits such exports

doctrine

of

international

treatment
124

exhaustion

obligations

are

In other words, patented medicines or

to 49.9 per cent of the total supplies distributed under

other goods lawfully placed on the market at low prices

the compulsory license in the local market.130 Since only

in poor countries can be re-sold and exported to other

a

poor

legislation,

manufacture technically advanced medicines, these

notwithstanding the patentee's exclusive rights to

legal impediments hamstring the ability of these

otherwise import the patented products into the latter

countries to assist other poor countries that issue

countries. While this provision adds nothing to the pre-

compulsory licenses in order to acquire essential

existing rights of states under article 6 of the TRIPS

medicines without possessing any local manufacturing

respected.

countries

Agreement,
further

125

that

enact

enabling

it blocks developed countries from

asserting

a

contrary

theory

of

small

number

of

developing

countries

can

capacity in this regard.131

national
Can developing countries with manufacturing and

exhaustion, as they had previously done.

export capabilities impose compulsory licenses on
The legitimation of parallel imports under a doctrine of

patented medicines for the purpose of assisting other

international exhaustion in paragraph 5(d) further

developing

countries

that

complicates the price discrimination strategies of the

capabilities

to

essential

major

compulsory licenses of their own, without violating the

pharmaceutical

companies.

While

these

import

the prices of patented medicines sold in poor countries,

Unfortunately, the Doha Ministerial Declaration on

they fear that uncontrolled re-exports of such products

Public Health gave an ambiguous answer to this critical

from these countries will compromise their ability to

issue.

distribute the same products at higher prices in

insufficient or no manufacturing capacities in the

countries that are better off.126 This fear exerts an

pharmaceutical sector could face difficulties in making

upward

patented

effective use of compulsory licensing”, it provided no

pharmaceutical products sold in poor countries. Higher

clear legal machinery for resolving this dilemma and

prices, in turn, put pressure on governments in poor

merely “instructed the Council for TRIPS to find an

countries to impose price controls, to invoke the

expeditious solution to this problem” before the end of

doctrine of abuse for inadequately supplying the local

2002.132

on

the

prices

of

recognizing

the

that

TRIPS

under

patentee's

While

under

manufacturing

medicines

companies have come under intense pressure to reduce

pressure

rights

lack

Agreement?

countries

“with

market, and to impose compulsory licenses in the public
interest or for government use.127 The surveys of

As a result, the Declaration did not expressly empower

Canadian and United States practices, undertaken in the

states capable of manufacturing generic drugs under

context of this study, provide instructive examples of

compulsory licenses to act as the agents of states that

such countervailing strategies.

lack such capacity. It did not authorize the former to
meet the latter's needs by imposing compulsory licenses

Unfortunately, the Doha Declaration on Public Health

for this purpose notwithstanding the export limitations

does not resolve one important question concerning the

of TRIPS article 31(f), nor did it concede that the

right of importing states to treat products initially sold

exceptions to the patentee's exclusive rights under

under a compulsory license in the exporting state as

article 30 of the TRIPS Agreement may implicitly allow

parallel imports covered by paragraph 5(d). Because

the exporting state to impose compulsory licenses in

these patented products were initially sold without the

order to assist other states for such purposes.133 Instead,

consent of the patent owner, one line of authorities

the Doha Declaration leaves these and other possible

holds that the doctrine of exhaustion cannot technically

options, including a U.S. proposal for a moratorium on

apply.128 If so, the exported goods produced under a

dispute settlement actions for violations of TRIPS

non-voluntary license abroad could infringe the local

standards incurred when states address public health

patentee's exclusive right to import the goods in

crises,134 to future action by the Council for TRIPS. The

question under territorial law.

129

outcome of these consultations is unpredictable at the
time of writing. Nonetheless, it seems clear that the

If it turns out that patented pharmaceuticals distributed

Council for TRIPS must adopt one enabling solution or

under a compulsory license cannot be exported as

another before the end of 2002.
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From a broader perspective, the most important effects

WTO Members' right to protect public health and, in

of the Doha Declaration on Public Health are probably

particular, to promote access to medicines for all”.137

of a political rather than a strictly legal character. For
example, it casts a certain aura of moral impropriety

These and other provisions suggest that in the event of

over continued efforts to use the intellectual property

an unavoidable conflict between the TRIPS norms and

provisions of the TRIPS Agreement to impede developing

overriding needs of public health in any given member

countries from vigorously addressing at least the

country, the WTO Appellate Body and relevant dispute-

medical emergencies specified in the text.

settlement panels might find themselves obliged to

135

defer to local measures that derogated from the former
A subtler political message underlying both the final

in order to regulate the latter, so long as such measures

Declaration and the negotiations that produced it is that

appeared

WTO member countries have not surrendered their

Indeed, a prolonged failure to resolve these tensions

sovereign power to regulate public health matters under

could undermine the credibility of the WTO and convert

either the TRIPS Agreement or the WTO Agreement as a

public health into a kind of deadly ‘third rail’ issue as

whole. Thus, the Ministers “agree that the TRIPS

even developed country negotiators come to appreciate

Agreement does not and should not prevent Members

the potential political costs at home of surrendering too

from taking measures to protect public health”.

136

While

maintaining their commitment to the TRIPS Agreement,
the Ministers further affirm that it “can and should be
interpreted and implemented in a manner supportive of

objectively

reasonable

and

much sovereignty to the WTO in this field.

necessary.138
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3. A GENERAL COMPARISON OF THE CANADIAN AND US APPROACHES
While much has been written about the legality of non-

Canada largely refrained from using non-voluntary

voluntary licensing of patented inventions after the

licenses to address other forms of abuse or competition

adoption of the TRIPS Agreement in 1994,139 a different

law issues generally. Since the 1990s, moreover, Canada

set of questions regards the extent to which states have

has made little use of compulsory licenses for any

actually used such licenses in the recent past, the

purpose, and it has lately advocated caution in the use

purposes for which they have used them, and the

of such licenses by other countries.

methods by which they have put them into practice.
The following sections provide an overview of the
practices in Canada and the US.

Historically, the situation in the United States differed
from that of Canada in nearly every respect. To begin

140

with, the United States never adopted a general statute
The main focus of recent discourse has been about how

to

to ensure access to essential medicines and about the

inventions either on grounds of misuse or on public

role that non-voluntary licensing might or might not

interest grounds, despite numerous proposals to do so.

play in this endeavour.141 Both of the countries surveyed

On the contrary, courts and commentators frequently

in this study have manifested strong opinions about

express pro-patent sentiments that bristle with hostility

these issues in public and private forums.142

to the very concept of non-voluntary licensing.

At the same time, these countries have a rich and

In practice, however, the United States federal courts

interesting experience in the use of non-voluntary

made aggressive use of non-voluntary licensing to

licensing of this or other patentable subject matters.

regulate misuses of patent rights and antitrust violations

Thus, a survey of this experience might shed light on

involving the exercise of such rights until the last

the

opportunities

and

challenges

that

regulate

non-voluntary

licensing

of

patented

countries

quarter of the twentieth century. So vigorous was the

generally face in the actual use of this legal instrument.

judicial intervention along these lines that in the only

For example, Canada made extensive use of non-

statute

voluntary licensing of patented inventions in the recent

attempted to restrain judicial recourse to the patent

past, when it still regarded itself as a not fully-fledged

misuse doctrine in 1988. Since then, the federal

industrialized country. Moreover, Canada pursued this

appellate courts have more fully integrated the doctrine

strategy vigorously with respect to two of today's most

of

controversial subject matters, pharmaceutical and food

anticompetitive

patents, and it was instrumental in the establishment of

consideration, and they have imposed relatively few

a generic medicine industry in that country. Less well

non-voluntary licenses under either rubric. However,

known is the fact that Canada also made long use of a

the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has made extensive

local working requirement to authorize compulsory

use of such licenses, often in consent decrees bearing

licenses in non-medical fields. However, these practices

on corporate mergers and acquisitions.

to

patent

address

misuse

the

issue,

with

effects

Congress

evaluations

of

the

actually

of

conduct

the
under

have given way in recent years to more pro-patent
policies that the Canadian government adopted and

The United States has also made far less use of non-

codified in the broader context of the North American

voluntary licensing on public interest grounds than

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

143

Canada, although limited statutory and common-law
bases for issuing such licenses continue to exist in the

Also of interest is Canada's reliance on statutory

United States. At the same time, the United States has

regulation of non-voluntary licensing, with particular

always relied heavily on the non-voluntary licensing of

regard to both abuse of patent rights and public interest

patented

objectives. In practice, however, the only type of

commercial uses by the government and its agents, a

‘abuse’ that consistently drew attention prior to the

practice that the Canadian authorities have less

1990s was a failure to work patents locally. Otherwise,

frequently emulated. The bulk of the non-voluntary

non-voluntary licensing of patents in the public interest

licenses issued for government use pertain to national

was largely confined to food and medicines under the

defence. Nevertheless, the United States has also used

special legal regimes that were repealed in the late

this same legal tool to reduce the costs of certain

1980s and early 1990s. Even in the past, in other words,

medicines and to advance both environmental and

inventions

to

facilitate

public,

non-
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economic development goals, including major projects

without a high degree of consistency, and no uniform

to dam rivers and generate electricity.

patterns emerge. The evidence gathered in this general
study and especially in the specific country studies on

Many of the practices surveyed in this study seem highly

Canada and the US would thus tend to substantiate the

relevant to the needs of developing countries, and

view of Jayashree Watal, who stated that article 31 of

readers are directed to the specific country studies on

TRIPS was drafted in very broad and permissive terms

Canada and the US for details. A point worth stressing

precisely because state practices were themselves too

at the outset is that at least with regard to the small

broad and varied to be susceptible of narrower

sample of countries chosen for this investigation, state

parameters.144

practice varies widely, single countries often act

3.1. Capsule Summary of the Canadian Experience
From the time of the Confederation until it adhered to

licenses, 6 were refused, 25 were withdrawn or deemed

NAFTA in 1992,145 “Canada's explicit policy was to

abandoned, and the outcome of 6 is not known.155 All

encourage local manufacture of patented products”.146

granted licenses were reportedly nonexclusive in form,

Until

and there were four reported settlements among the 25

the

1930s,

manufacture

to

the

law

commence

required
or

local

either

local

licensing

on

withdrawn or abandoned applications after 1970.156

reasonable terms to occur within a two-year period
after the patent issued. The penalty for non-compliance
was forfeiture.

When Canada adhered to NAFTA in 1992, which allowed
patentees to manufacture abroad and meet local

147

demand through imports,157 it repealed the ‘local
This policy was refined in the patent revision of 1935,

working’

which treated failure to work or to license a patent as

abuse.158 Whether NAFTA (or TRIPS) compels this retreat

‘abuses’ of the patentee's exclusive rights.148 If the

from the doctrine of abuse as such remains unclear,

Commissioner

however, and should not be presumed in the absence of

found

a

demonstrated

abuse,

the

standard remedy became that of compulsory licensing

component

of

the

provisions

governing

an authoritative judicial decision.159

at a reasonable royalty, and revocation of the patent
thereafter became a last resort.149 The provisions that

In addition, Canada also made use of compulsory

codified Canada's vigorous local working requirements

licenses to promote the public interest, particularly by

and

means of special provisions bearing on patents for food

Canada

and medicines. With respect to medicines, a compulsory

policy”.151 However, these provisions have been deemed

licensing scheme was used aggressively to promote the

persisted through the revisions of 1970 and 1985,
they

embodied

a

“made-in-Canada

for

150

According to Professor

production of generic pharmaceuticals, and this scheme

Vaver, “The threat of intervention has not scared many

reportedly produced some of the lowest consumer drug

patentees off.

Proceedings have been prolonged and

prices in the industrialized world.160 Between 1969 and

expensive; appeals are de rigueur; patentees, when

1992, there were 1,030 applications to import or

alerted, often correct the abuse and retaliate against

manufacture medicines under such licenses, of which

“only moderately successful”.

offending applicants.”

152

613 licenses were granted. However, Canada largely

153

abandoned this scheme in 1987 when a new political
Of the 53 applicants who persisted between 1935 and

strategy was given legislative effect.

1970, 11 obtained compulsory licenses, 9 were refused,
32 applications were withdrawn or deemed abandoned,
and the outcome of one is unknown.

154

Some 43

On the whole Canada has made relatively little use of
compulsory

licensing

to

address

additional applications for compulsory licenses were

anticompetitive practices.

filed under section 65 of the Patent Act between 1970

practice will change in the near future.

and June 1989. Of these, 6 resulted in compulsory

a

patentee's

It is unclear whether this
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3.2. Capsule Summary of the Non-voluntary Licensing of Patented
Inventions in the United States of America
Generally speaking, the prevailing ethos maintains that,

level of a violation of the antitrust laws. However,

unlike “many foreign countries, the United States takes

other remedies--especially that of non-enforcement of

a dim view of compulsory licensing”.161 As evidence, it is

the patentee's exclusive rights--are used to correct

said that the United States has no general statutory

misuses of exclusive rights, and developing countries

provisions for compulsory licensing of unexploited

may learn much from this practice.

patents, no general statutory provisions for compulsory
translation of foreign works of authorship, and no

United States courts and regulatory agencies also have

statute approving compulsory licensing for educational

the

power

to

impose

non-voluntary

licenses

on

More to the point, the United States has

intellectual property rights to remedy a broad array of

never adopted a statutory regime of compulsory

actual, or in the case of mergers, even potential

licenses to curb patent abuse, as still occurs in Canada,

antitrust

nor has Congress ever enacted a law that generally

exercised in practice,170 and it, too, constitutes an

authorizes compulsory licensing of patents in the public

implicit threat that often obviates the need for its

interest, like that of Germany and many other

actual use. Moreover, while it is true that the United

countries.163

States has never codified a general public interest

purposes.

162

violations.

This

power

has

often

been

doctrine of compulsory licensing, it has codified the use
In this same vein, the United States Supreme Court has

of such licenses for specialized public interest purposes,

observed that “compulsory licensing is a rarity in our

including even economic development projects for rural

patent system . . . [It] has never been enacted on a

irrigation and electrification.171

broad scale”.164 The primary reasons for this approach
are said to be a strong faith in free-market principles

From a broader perspective, the role of non-voluntary

Other reasons

licensing in United States patent law cannot be

include a drive to maximize returns on investment in

detached from the attitudes of policymakers towards

research and development166 and a related commitment

patents in general, which have varied significantly over

to efficiency at the expense of fairness in the

time. In the 1950s, for example, a pro-competitive

and mistrust of government pricing.

165

application of present-day competition laws.

167

outlook prevailed in both Congress and the federal
appellate courts, and judicial hostility to patents in this

While one may concede that statutory compulsory

period was legendary. Not surprisingly, many of the

licensing of patents in favour of third parties in the

leading cases that imposed non-voluntary licensing

168

the truth is

either to remedy misuses of the patentee's exclusive

more complex and nuanced than would at first appear.

rights or to remedy exercises of those rights that

For example, the United States government has broad

constituted antitrust violations date to this period of

powers to seize and use any invention protected by

antipathy to patents in general.172

United States is “virtually non-existent”,

privately owned patents, subject to the payment of
reasonable and entire compensation,169 and it makes

The pattern of relatively weak patent protection

extensive use of this power. This threat of government

coupled with relatively strong antitrust enforcement,

use always remains available as an option to achieve

which lasted until the 1970s, has been replaced,

ends elsewhere implemented under more specific

especially from the 1990s on, with a regime of relatively

legislation empowering grants of compulsory licenses to

strong

private parties.

enforcement of competition law.173 Within such a

patent

protection

and

relatively

weak

scheme, there is concern that the broad scope of patent
Similarly, United States patent practice with respect to

protection will discourage follow-on research, as well as

compulsory licenses for ‘abuses’ differs considerably

a concern that cross-licensing that often appears to be

from that of many other countries, including Canada. In

the equivalent of patent pooling arrangements could

the United States, for example, compulsory licenses are

result.174 Some argue that this trend towards strong

not generally available to remedy abuses of the

patent protection stems from the creation of the

patentee's exclusive rights (which are termed ‘misuse’

Federal Circuit in 1982, which has exclusive jurisdiction

in domestic law), unless the alleged misuse rises to the

of

appeals

from

the

United

States

Patent

and
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Trademark Office (USPTO) and of appeals from the

Approximately 75-80% of all civil cases handled by the

federal district courts in civil actions for patent

Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice (DOJ)

infringement.175 The result has been an invigoration of

are settled without engaging in litigation, which allows

the patent law, as the Federal Circuit is more likely to

the defendant to avoid the cost of litigation and allows

find a patent valid and infringed than previous

the government to secure prompt relief and to conserve

jurisdictions,176 and it has demonstrated a tendency to

resources for other matters.182 Many of today's most

rule in favour of the patent holder in such cases, “thus

frequently granted non-voluntary licenses are part and

enhancing the value of a patent as protection for an

parcel of these consent decrees, whether they emanate

innovation”.177

from DOJ, from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), or
from the courts. On the whole, however, the authorities

The Federal Circuit has also conveyed a marked

today will usually seek to avoid a compulsory license,

antipathy toward the doctrine of misuse. With the help

even in cases where a monopoly is alleged to exist,

of some ambiguous legislation enacted in 1988,178 it has

because of the supposed “adverse effects of such a

tended to blur the distinction between ‘misuse’ as a

regime on innovation”.183

defence to patent infringement actions and ‘misuse’ as
anticompetitive conduct.179

Even so, there is much that developing countries can
learn from the older United States cases that took a

In terms of the remedies available, the tendency to

more

favour consent judgments to remedy antitrust concerns,

competition law.184 Developing countries have also much

particularly in the context of mergers, also became

to gain from appreciating the judicial concerns in those

pronounced in the early 1990s.180 Such judgements

cases with fairness and entry to markets, even if these

result from voluntary agreement among the parties,

concerns sometimes result in losses of efficiency.

which the court enforces as equally binding on the
government and private parties, provided that there is
no change of circumstances.181

pro-competitive

approach

to

patents

and
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4. FINAL OBSERVATIONS: NON-VOLUNTARY LICENSING IS A TWO-EDGED SWORD
Apart from the previous observations concerning access

appropriate

to essential medicines under the Doha Declaration,185

sustaining and enhancing this autonomy.194

national

and

regional

strategies

for

there are many other legal and policy considerations
that developing countries should take into account

Another particularly worrisome variable derives from

when

ongoing initiatives to harmonize the substantive rules of

evaluating

the

prospects

for

non-voluntary

patent

protection.195

Given

the

licensing of patented inventions. Some of these are

international

briefly summarized below.

controversies still raging over problems of implementing
the TRIPS Agreement, and the new tensions likely to

Policymakers should bear in mind that the issuance of a

emerge from the Doha Round of Multilateral Trade

non-voluntary license cannot normally impede a patent

Negotiations, one could hardly imagine a less propitious

holder from entering the market in competition with

moment in which to stir up latent controversies

the licensee. So long as the former complies with local

surrounding international patent rights. It is worth

186

he may possess the economic and

noting, moreover, that the high-protectionist policies

technical power to make life difficult for the latter. The

prevalent in developed countries have lately begun to

patentee's rights to enter or remain in the market

trigger an increasingly unfavourable reaction in those

follow from article 31(d) of the TRIPS Agreement, which

countries,196 and these domestic conflicts can only

ensures

further complicate this endeavour.

competition law,

that

non-voluntary

nonexclusive”.187

Moreover,

licenses
so

long

“shall
as

be

domestic

competition laws do not impede it, the foreign patent

Unless developing countries take the steps necessary to

holder can purchase or merge with his local competitor,

gear up for the current substantive harmonization

in which case all strategy conflicts will soon vanish.

exercise, they could find that resolutions concerning the
proper regime for industrial property that emanate, for

A state's ability to use local competition laws to

example, from a WIPO Standing Committee acquire the

regulate

status of candidate international norms cognisable by

intellectual

property

rights

otherwise
could

WTO dispute-settlement panels.197 There is, in short, a

eventually be called into question now that the

considerable risk that the flexibility residing in the

Ministerial Declaration inaugurating the Doha Round of

TRIPS standards that now favours those developing

Multilateral Trade Negotiations has put the intersection

countries which know how to exploit it198 could be

between trade and competition policy on the future

squeezed

protected

under

Working Agenda.

the

189

TRIPS

Agreement188

While this Declaration formally

recognizes the need to build the developing countries'

out

by

high-protectionist

standards

incorporated into a new International Agreement on
patents.

capacities in this field,190 these countries must remain
vigilant in order to preserve the autonomy they need to

Beyond these technical considerations, there lie deeper,

curb the excesses of overly protectionist intellectual

unanswered questions about the relative social costs

property policies.

and benefits of compulsory licensing of patented

191

inventions as an instrument of economic development.
Other variables must also be taken into account. One is

The literature on this subject tends to engage in

the continued extra-legal pressures that may be exerted

dogmatic polemics that either extol the virtues or

192

deprecate the harms of this instrument without any

Such pressures may be more or less legal, as when

credible empirical evidence to buttress their respective

voluntary preferences or concessions not regulated by

positions.

against those who resort to non-voluntary licenses.

MFN conditions are made available or withdrawn in
response to a given state's treatment of foreign patents.

Clearly, the customary assertion of some economists

Other forms of extra-legal pressure may instead violate

that the use of compulsory licensing will depress

both WTO and non-WTO international obligations.193

investment

Developing

requires

countries

that

wish

to

retain

their

in

needed

careful

and

research

and

sceptical

evaluation.

development
Many

autonomous powers to exploit the flexibility inherent in

inventions emanating from the technology-exporting

the TRIPS standards will sooner or later have to devise

countries today still respond to short-term needs and
incentives primarily operative in OECD markets as a
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may

What seems clear is that compulsory licenses may be

represent windfall rents, which selective compulsory

used more effectively in some circumstances than in

licensing could reduce with little impact on foreign R&D

others, and broad general statements obscure these

investment decisions.

factual

whole.

Their

sales

to

developing

countries

nuances.

Clearly,

selected

non-voluntary

licenses can yield positive results when used to address
At the same time, single firms hit by unwanted

emergencies or to remove specific technology supply

compulsory licences may decide not to voluntarily make

bottlenecks. They can be used to root the production or

future

developing-country

adaptation of appropriate technologies in qualified local

markets, which could lessen the possibilities for growth

facilities and to prod particular foreign companies into

that voluntary imports, licensing or direct foreign

negotiated transactions involving intellectual property

investment might otherwise provide.199 Moreover, one

rights

propelling goal of an integrated global market is to

conditions. But even these presumptively beneficial

provide incentives for investments in R&D that could

uses of non-voluntary licenses impose social costs of

benefit all participating countries. In this context,

their own, and policymakers must take these costs into

undue distortion of market forces could discourage

account.

technology

available

in

that

adequately

respect

local

needs

and

aggregate investments in R&D, especially investment
that might yield particularly big payoffs in developing

For example, aggressive use of compulsory licenses to

countries.200

address

emergencies,

including

even

medical

emergencies within the Doha Ministerial Declaration on
With these risks in mind, however, one should not

TRIPS and Public Health,208 may obscure other possible

assume

the

courses of action, such as regulatory and cooperative

patented

measures, that might persuade foreign producers to

inventions will necessarily or automatically discourage

invest in local production facilities with greater long-

any particular investment in R&D. At least one credible

term prospects.209 Similarly, any short-term benefits

economic study of this question, with particular

ensuing from the use of compulsory licensing as an

reference to compulsory licensing as a remedy for

instrument of technology transfer must be weighed, not

anticompetitive behaviour in the United States found no

just against the costs of imports, but also against the

such adverse consequences.201 Moreover, the United

possible

States defence industry has long been propelled by an

investments that might ensure continued access to

elaborate system of compulsory licensing without dire

better technology over time.210 In short, more social

consequences. By the same token, a statutory license

benefits may accrue when foreign and local interests

governing mechanical recordings of copyrighted musical

“bargain around the TRIPS Agreement” to mutually

works in the United States202 generates some 200,000

satisfactory, win-win deals than when one side sticks it

voluntary licenses every year because record companies

to the other in attempting to vindicate internationally

bargain around the statute with positive benefits to the

guaranteed

music industry and individual creators.203

limitations.211

This topic is far more complicated in practice than

One important message here is that the ability to grant

appears from the bulk of the literature precisely

non-voluntary licenses does not necessarily mean such

because

exclusive

licenses should actually be granted, at least without

property rights into de facto liability rules,204 and

taking stock of the social costs that may, in the end,

economists know little or nothing about how liability

outweigh the benefits of this action.212 Excessive

without

compulsory

further

licensing

compulsory

of

investigation
any

licensing

particular

converts

that

205

loss

of

licensing

exclusive

agreements

rights

or

their

or

direct

codified

So

reliance on non-voluntary licensing could also adversely

long as liability rules provide innovators with truly

affect the interests of budding domestic inventors who

adequate compensation - including at times lottery

fall afoul of rules prohibiting discrimination or of the

effects that may exceed the returns from exclusivity -

government's own eagerness to intervene in the

they need not undermine the innovator's incentive to

domestic market place. Above all, there are very real

invest.206 They may also yield unexpected social gains

risks that ill-considered resort to non-voluntary licensing

from allowing wider and earlier access to new

could discourage foreign investment and the transfer of

technologies for purposes of improvements and follow-

advanced technologies by making other economic

rules operate in the intellectual property context.

on innovations.207
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environments more attractive to firms in technology-

Here is where most developing countries need to

exporting countries.213

concentrate their efforts in the immediate future.
Absent a coherent strategy for promoting national and

On balance, policymakers should view non-voluntary

regional systems of innovation - including capacity

licensing of patented inventions as but one item in an

building aspects -, excessive reliance on compulsory

arsenal of tools that may be used to promote national

licensing of patented inventions may simply mask

systems of innovation. What matters is not so much the

deeper structural problems and make them harder to

use made of any particular tool, but rather the overall

solve in the long run.

coherence and effectiveness of any given system.214
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ANNEX: Historical overview of the evolution of Article 5A of the Paris Convention215
Current text as after the Stockholm Conference (1967)
1

Importation by the patentee into the country where the patent has been granted of articles manufactured in
any of the countries of the Union shall not entail forfeiture of the patent.

2

Each country of the Union shall have the right to take legislative measures providing for the grant of
compulsory licenses to prevent the abuses, which might result from the exercise of the exclusive rights
conferred by the patent, for example, failure to work.

3

Forfeiture of the patent shall not be provided for except in cases where the grant of compulsory licenses
would not have been sufficient to prevent the said abuses. No proceedings for the forfeiture or revocation of
a patent may be instituted before the expiration of two years from the grant of the first compulsory license.

4

A compulsory license may not be applied for on the ground of failure to work or insufficient working before
the expiration of a period of four years from the date of filing of the patent application or three years from
the date of the grant of the patent, whichever period expires last; it shall be refused if the patentee justifies
his inaction by legitimate reasons. Such a compulsory license shall be non-exclusive and shall not be
transferable, even in the form of the grant of a sub-license, except with that part of the enterprise or
goodwill which exploits such license.

5

The foregoing provisions shall be applicable, mutatis mutandis, to utility models.

Text as revised in Lisbon (1958)
1

The importation by the patentee into the country where the patent has been granted of articles manufactured
in any of the countries of the Union shall not entail forfeiture of the patent.

2

Each country of the Union shall have the right to take legislative measures providing for the grant of
compulsory licenses to prevent the abuses, which might result from the exclusive rights conferred by the
patent, for example, failure to work.

3

Forfeiture of the patent shall not be prescribed except in cases where the grant of compulsory licenses would
not have been sufficient to prevent such abuses. No proceeding for the forfeiture or revocation of a patent
may be instituted before the expiration of two years from the grant of the first compulsory license.

4

An application for a compulsory license may not be made on the ground of failure to work or insufficient
working before the expiration of a period of four years from the date of filing of the patent application or
three years from the date of the grant of the patent, whichever period last expires; it shall be refused if the
patentee justifies his inaction by legitimate reasons. Such a compulsory license shall be non-exclusive and
shall not be transferable, even in the form of the grant of a sub-licence, except with that part of the
enterprise or goodwill using such licence.

5

The foregoing provisions shall be applicable, mutatis mutandis, to utility models.
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Text as revised in London (1934)
1

The introduction by the patentee into the country where the patent has been granted of objects
manufactured in any of the States of the Union shall not entail forfeiture.

2

Nevertheless, each contracting country shall have the right to take the necessary legislative measures to
prevent the abuses, which might result from the exclusive rights conferred by the patent, for example, failure
to work.

3

These measures shall not provide for forfeiture of the patent unless the grant of compulsory licenses is
insufficient to prevent such abuses.

4

In any case, the patent may not be subjected to such measures before the expiration of at least three years
from the date of grant or if the patentee proves the existence of legitimate excuses. No proceedings for the
forfeiture or revocation of a patent may be instituted before the expiration of two years from the grant of
the first compulsory license.

Text as revised in The Hague (1925)
1

The introduction by the patentee into the country where the patent has been granted of objects
manufactured in any of the States of the Union shall not entail forfeiture.

2

Nevertheless, each contracting country shall have the right to take the necessary legislative measures to
prevent the abuses, which might result from the exclusive rights conferred by the patent, for example,
failure to work.

3

These measures shall not provide for forfeiture of the patent unless the grant of compulsory licenses is
insufficient to prevent such abuses.

4

In any case, the patent may not be subjected to such measures before the expiration of at least three years
from the date of grant or if the patentee proves the existence of legitimate excuses.

Text as revised in Washington (1911)
1

The introduction by the patentee into the country where the patent has been granted of objects
manufactured in any of the States of the Union shall not entail forfeiture.

2

Nevertheless, the patentee shall remain bound to work his patent in conformity with the laws of the country
into which he introduces the patented objects, but with the restriction that the patent may not be forfeited
for non-working in one of the countries of the Union until after a period of three years from the date of
filing the application in that country, and only in case the patentee cannot justify his inaction.216
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Original text as adopted in 1883
1

The introduction by the patentee into the country where the patent has been granted of objects
manufactured in any of the States of the Union shall not entail forfeiture.

2

Nevertheless, the patentee shall remain bound to work his patent in conformity with the laws of the country
into which he introduces the patented objects
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